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Online Booking Tools 
 
Online booking tools (OBT’s) facilitate convenient and cost effective travel reservations.  They 
provide the ability to book travel from any computer at a time that is most suitable, 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week.  Online transactions attract lower transaction fees than offline 
transactions, resulting in cost savings. 
 
OBT’s for business travel are configured to assist companies to view the greatest range of 
content available within the selected criteria.  This content would be defined by the 
parameters of the organisation’s Travel Policy highlighting the business’ preferred vendors.  
This assists a traveller to view content within the boundaries of the Companies procurement 
objectives and highlights “out of policy” travel or declined savings, providing visual guilt 
directly to the booker.  These factors further assist the organisation to manage travel in a 
more constructive manner. 
 

Primary Benefits of deploying an OBT for an Organisation 
 

1. Lower transaction costs due to limited or no intervention from the Travel 

Management Company (TMC)  

2. Faster and simpler process is  followed when compared with traditional bookings 

3. Lower average ticket prices resulting from traveller behaviour when booking well in 

advance and selecting the cheapest option encouraged by visual guilt  

4. Ensures Travel Policy compliance through a number of features: 

a. The OBT can be configured to display specific information relating to the 

Travel Policy 

b. Bookings can be  restricted to the prescribed parameters  

c. Display of warnings to the booker/traveller and notification to the approver 

when a trip is booked outside the Travel Policy  

d. Enforce the provision of reasons for any deviations from the Policy 

5. The OBT can be configured to display the options as per the Travel Policy reflecting 

only those in the relevant class of travel and be limited to the preferred supplier 

content 

6. Booking process efficiency as all available options accordingly to the specific search 

criteria are displayed through a single platform eliminating searches on multiple 

websites 

7. The ability to streamline the approval process that facilitates the on time approval 

process via email or a mobile application, providing a full audit trail, resulting in the 

issuing of the ticket at the quoted price  

8. Effective management of travel expenditure through the reporting of travel spend 

and traveller behaviour  
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Minimum requirements and considerations for OBT’s 
 

1. Internet usage – Ensure sufficient access by the users and adequate bandwidth  

2. Configuration of the system to apply the Travel Policy with the relevant features to 

alert the traveller and approver of the violations or prevent any bookings outside the 

policy and the automated selection of the relevant approver  

3. Data Protection functionality 

4. A user-friendly system that supports a managed procurement process – from a simple 

way to capture complex requests that trigger real-time quotations to final approval 

through various channels including emails or SMS 

5. Sourcing the best available option incorporating more than one supplier in a single 

reservation 

6. Consideration of the corporate culture – Is the organisation adaptable with an E-

culture, are the travellers self-enabling? Is the organisation’s process focused and 

mandate based?  

7. Consider whether  or not an OBT will accommodate the organisation’s travel patterns 

8. Select an OBT option with the best access to negotiated deals through the GDS and 

directly with suppliers 

9. Consider the ability to integrate if required into existing systems (e.g. financial system) 

to optimise the benefits   

10. It is strongly recommended that the technology is locally supported 

11. Sourcing of the product must be within the preferential procurement strategy 

Understanding of the total cost of the tool (cost of customisation, implementation, 

technical support, future upgrades, licence fees  and transactional costs)  

12. The selected product must be provided and supported by a reputable service provider 

with a good track record 

13. Implement commercial agreements with all relevant role players incorporating 

detailed Service Level Agreements  

14. The OBT need to have the ability to  reconcile travel lodge card payments against card 

statements and facilitating the correct allocation of cost against cost/budget centres 

15. As a business look for a system providing the most efficient reporting functionality 

incorporating 

a. Real time pre-trip reports that  reflect exceptional traveller behaviour and 

detail of passengers on the same flight to manage the restriction on joint 

travel 

b. dashboards reflecting total overall performance that include total 

expenditure, spend per category and per service provider, highlighting 

savings as well lost savings 
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Project management 
 

1. The first step is to define what your OBT strategy is 

2. Ensure engagement and buy-in by all relevant stakeholders and that the OBT 

utilisation is mandated within and supported by the organisation 

3. Set realistic objectives in terms of the adoption rate and the type of bookings that will 

directed through the Technology 

4. Select a user friendly option that features all the required functionalities  

5. Ensure that the OBT and Travel Policy configurations are clear and meet the corporate 

and  travellers’ needs 

6. Confirm the accountability for the loading and auditing of supplier content and the 

future management thereof 

7. Invest in a quick and accurate training program, focusing on equipping super users 

with maximum degree of know-how 

8. Ensure Implementation incorporates a change management strategy with a 

structured communication plan  

 

  


